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Introduction

Privacy

We present a framework which allows applications on
independent, networked clients to easily exchange sensor
measurement or other arbitrary streaming data while
enforcing a unified privacy model to protect user data
from unauthorized access.

Strategy

Existing Systems
•Tele-immersive Collaboration Environment
• Camera clusters at multiple locations create 3D
models of participants
• Users interact in a shared virtual environment
•Tele-health Remote Patient Monitoring
• Sensors attached to a smartphone collect patient
blood pressure, weight, heart rhythm, physical
activity, and other data
• Data is uploaded to a central server

• Allow each client direct control over:
• Application access to raw sensor/audio/video data
• Number and type of output data streams offered by the application
• Access to each output data stream by other network clients
• Privacy controls implemented at both client and network levels

Client-level Privacy

Network-level Privacy
•Sending client must explicitly authorize every new request to
connect to one of its output streams (asymmetric per-stream
privacy model)
•New stream advertisements are only forwarded to clients in the
sending client’s user group

•Recipe dictates permitted behavior for a client application, specifically:
• What sensor/video/audio data the application can access, and at
what resolution
• What output data streams the application is allowed to create

Challenges
•Privacy controls vary by technology or are not
implemented
•Integrating data from independent clients presents timesynchronization and protocol challenges

Design
Goals
•Provide a unified communication interface to
developers on varied platforms
•Impose a consistent privacy model for data collection
and sharing
•Make it easy for developers to build tele-health
applications that respect user privacy

Sample Client

Sample Data Streaming Session

Applications

System Components
•Client Library
• Provides sensor and network interfaces local
applications on each client
• Different implementations for Android, PC,
Linux, etc.
•Collaboration Server
• Authenticates users and maintains user group
lists
• Forwards stream and control data between
clients

Example 1: Remote Exercise Coaching - Demonstrates bidirectional data flow, in
which clients act as both sending and receiving clients simultaneously.

Example 2: Remote Health Monitoring - Demonstrates unidirectional data flow, in which the
smartphone is the sending client, and the doctor’s office computers are the receiving clients.

